This year the ‘French Christmas Nativity’ took on a slightly new format due to Covid-19. In
some cases, this was the third year running for our actors. In maintaining our school
‘bubbles’, the number of participants was smaller but ‘franchement’ the outcome was
amazing. We studied Christmas in Italy, Spain, France, Ireland, Russia and Israel. Yet again
the children showed what it means to be part of the ‘Brooke Priory family’, by rehearsing
for the first time in the theatre on the day they were due to be filmed. Highlights of the
club were Thomas’ Irish dancing, Theo’s Father Christmas, Evelynne’s organisation, Miles’s
sense of calm, Dougie’s cow impression and Milo’s direction of the ‘improvisation’
moments! I definitely have the best job in the world and it is a complete delight to work
with these ‘professional’ actors.
Madame Mahan, Head of Modern Foreign Languages

Sport and PE remains a focus not just for
obvious health and wellbeing benefits but
also to develop important skills such as
teamwork, discipline and fair play. The
introduction of Tchoukball was a highlight
this term, an exciting and fast paced sport
the children have really embraced.
Campfire stories with Miss McNaughtan

Dear Parents,
The Friends of Brooke Priory would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for your continued support
throughout this challenging year. Although social events have been put on hold, we have kept ourselves busy by
fulfilling requests from teaching staff for equipment that will enhance the pupil’s experience whilst at school. Mr
Smith was delighted with the Tchoukball nets that have been a hit in both P.E and afterschool clubs.
Mrs Sillett is keen to try out her new Easi-View Visualiser, this will be a great tool for sharing work with the whole class. We are also very
excited to help get Mrs Beadsley’s orienteering project off the ground. Orienteering is an exciting and challenging outdoor sport that
exercises both mind and body. Furthermore, it helps teachers to provide a high quality geography education both in school and at Brooke
House. In addition, we have supplied extra playtime equipment for each ‘bubble’ within the school, we hope this will help the children
enjoy their breaktime even more!
Due to the ongoing restrictions, we have sadly been unable to hold the usual Christmas Fayre. We would however like to compliment the
activities provided in school and are very pleased with the support for the Christmas Raffle and the pupil’s Secret Santa. It has been great
to work more closely with Mr Flint and his team to support our school community and we urge all parent’s to become involved with The
Friends as and when they are able to. We are looking forward to a more normal 2021 and hope you all keep safe and well!
Hannah Caddy, Chair - The Friends of Brooke Priory

We are sad to announce that Jane Routen will be leaving us to spend more time with her family. She has been a great advocate of the
school working as a highly effective teaching assistant. With a professional and diligent approach she has helped staff and children alike.
Anja Smith, our Head of Music has also taken the difficult decision to take a step back from Brooke Priory to support her family. She has
continued to drive standards of music forward at Brooke Priory, with high expectations and expertise. Anja will be sorely missed, but is
assisting us with the transition for Helen Shepherd, an experienced teacher and musician, who will be taking on our acting Head of Music
role for the remainder of the academic year. Also joining our team of teaching assistants is graduate Charlotte Robinson. Charlotte has
already completed her phonics training and is thriving. Vicky McFarlane, a member of our catering staff, will be concentrating on her new
business venture for the moment. Zoodle takes your favourite pet photos and creates quirky, unique and bespoke artwork. Vicky is a
highly creative and thoughtful member of our team with many talents. Mrs Flint, who has been supporting us in the Nursery/Pre-School,
will continue her personal development and commitment to the school by embarking on her childcare qualification. She has been a
valued member of the Early Years support staff this term and compliments the fantastic team of professionals with her calm and caring
approach led by Mrs McMurray.

With great pride we opened our doors in
September to welcome all pupils back
into school. To see the smiling faces of
the many children skipping through the
doors shows exactly how special Brooke
Priory is and how important ‘normality’
and socialisation is for our children.
We also understood that after a
prolonged period of absence some extra
TLC and support was important. Class
teachers
showed
great
thought,
sensitivity and empathy in putting
together a great reintegration programme
throughout the school. Of many such
initiatives, I particularly enjoyed Miss
McNaughton’s pretend ‘campfire’ in
which the Kindergarten children could
share stories and have their own
‘staycation’.

Mrs Smith

Miss Robinson

Mrs McFarlane

Mrs Flint

Following
more
recent
lockdown
measures our ongoing communication
with our parent community has become
even more vital. We continue to share
daily school life via our thriving social
media pages and have reintroduced
‘Brooke Priory News’ to provide a weekly
snapshot of the children’s progress and
activities.

Finally, I wanted to say a huge thank you and
offer my upmost respect to our teachers,
support staff and admin team. They have
worked tirelessly, showing unimaginable
dedication and perseverance. They have had
to think creatively and show unbelievable
flexibility and adaptability to deliver such a
wonderful,
rigorous
and
enjoyable
programme this term for the children.
On behalf of all the staff I would like to wish
you a very Merry Christmas. Enjoy precious
family time together and we look forward to
seeing you all again in 2021! Be safe, be
kind…
With my very Best Wishes,
Duncan Flint - Headmaster

We have certainly made the best use of
the mild weather and outdoor
environment by hosting regular ‘welly
days’ both on site and up at the spiritual
home of the school, Brooke Priory House.
The children have thrived trying pursuits
such as orienteering, fire making and
construction.

‘Welly Days’ at Brooke Priory House
Mrs Routen

Our key focus this year in teaching and
learning is ‘level of challenge’. It is vital
that children become skilful in
overcoming problems and obstacles. By
equipping the children with strategies and
the resilience to remain positive at tricky
times both inside the classroom and
beyond we are preparing our children
best for the future.

A regular Sport & PE blog by Mr Smith is sure
to keep you all informed and compensates in
some small way for our parents being unable
to attend regular fixtures.

A very professional performance from the Kindergarten cast in this years Nativity. All our
young actors & actresses spoke with great confidence and sang with gusto. Thankyou to
Miss McNaughtan, Mrs Morgan and Mrs Grantham for preparing the children so well.
Clearly they all thoroughly enjoyed practicing and performing which is so important.

The intra fixtures programme here at Brooke Priory has thrived over the past term, with plenty of variety and numerous opportunities for
the children to experience competitive sport. Whereas it has been disappointing not to be able to welcome other schools or travel to
other venues, the positive to take from this frustrating situation is that the children have had competitive opportunities and experiences
that they wouldn’t have otherwise had. Tchoukball and basketball tournaments, as well as inter-house competitions such as cross
country/steeple chases and athletics have been really well received by the children. They have clearly enjoyed the unique nature of the
fixtures programme this term.
It has been a busy few months of inter house sporting rivalry. A summary of all of the competitions is below, but as you can see there has
been a wide variety of opportunities for the children. From the cricket and athletics from back in September, all the way up to the recent
hockey and rugby, the inter-house sport has proved to be a real highlight of the term for all.
The introduction of the above-mentioned invasion game ‘tchoukball’ this term has proved to be a huge success amongst the Form V and
VI girls, who have embraced it with bundles of enthusiasm and endeavour. The term included an indoor speed tchoukball tournament
and a tchoukball world cup, both of which were a real success, providing competition and enjoyment for the girls. This non-contact,
inclusive game has proved to be extremely popular with the children and we look forward to developing and implementing it further into
the PE and sport curriculum here at Brooke Priory. A big thank you to the Friends of Brooke Priory for funding the rebound nets required
for tchoukball. These nets will also be hugely beneficial for the children when it comes to netball and cricket later in the year, in terms of
providing a resource that will help to develop their coordination and reaction time.
Well done to Toby and Aston from Form VI on being chosen as the PE & Sport Prefects, the first time we have had roles such as these.
Their appointment is just reward for their honest, diligent and conscientious approach to PE; they always set a fine example to others in
the way they organise, conduct and apply themselves in PE and sport here at Brooke Priory. Another key appointment this term was Gus
as rugby captain. Congratulations to Gus, there was no one more deserving due to his clear passion and love of the game. Toby, Aston
and Gus have all since taken on leadership responsibilities in PE and games lessons, leading warm-ups and drills, as well as organising
equipment and resources.

The early years children have engaged so well in all aspects
of their learning this term, always showing so much
imagination and enthusiasm. We have enjoyed many
exciting topics. Our autumn and nocturnal animal themes
saw the children learning to be creative, exploring the
changes in seasons and how this affects our natural world.
We have been so lucky to have our new playground. The
children have especially enjoyed our new road and tunnel,
learning to ride the balance bikes has been a big hit.

This September saw the launch of Brooke Priory’s Enrichment programme in the Prep school,
affording pupils the opportunity to practise a variety of skills and strategies across a range of
subjects.
The focus of the first half term on the core subjects of English and Maths offered sessions in
handwriting, spelling, problem solving, and creative writing. The second half of term continued to
develop these areas, though also included a more diverse range of options, such as engineering
and debating. Forms V and VI showed excellent teamwork during their structural engineering
challenge with Mr Tait - their bridges requiring leadership and cooperation as well as many design
and technology elements. The same is true of Mrs Johnson’s electrical engineers, who used a
range of materials to create fully functioning lighthouses!

Miss Sanders
Head of EYFS & Pre-Prep
I have been working at Brooke Priory for
almost two years now but have a wealth
of experience in different schools in the
UK and abroad. I have taught in two other
schools in the area as well as teaching in a
British International school in Dubai. My
experiences of teaching at home and
overseas have allowed me to gain a
greater knowledge of different cultures
and helped me to broaden my horizons
and meet a range of people. I have taught
across the primary phase from Year 1 all
the way up to Year 5 but absolutely love
teaching in the Pre-Prep and watching the
children grow and develop. Their little
characters and personalities make me
smile every day. The small class sizes here
at Brooke Priory help to really get to know
your children and to push them to be the
best they can be.
I am passionate about allowing children to
develop their independence, resilience
and to harvest their love of learning.
Happy children are successful children.
The continuous provision that we have
further developed in the Early Years and
Pre-Prep this year, has been hugely
successful in challenging the children in
an engaging way and giving them some
responsibility for their learning.
When I am not teaching, I enjoy spending
my time walking my two dogs Ernie and
Winston and riding my horse Tinca.
Travelling to different countries is one of
my main passions and, although I have
not been able to do that this year, I am
looking forward to visiting some new
countries on my list in the future.
If you have any
queries, concerns
or questions about
your child in Early
Years or Pre-Prep,
please do not
hesitate to contact
either their class
teacher or myself.

Miss Sanders & Tinca

Miss Mathews
PE & Sports Apprentice

I am currently completing my School Sport
Health and Wellbeing apprenticeship with
Loughborough College. I spend one day a
week with the college working towards my
Level 3 Diploma in Supporting the Delivery of
PE and School Sport, Level 3 Employment
Awareness in Active Leisure Learning and
Level 3 Qualification in Sports Leadership.
Whilst at Brooke Priory I support Mr Smith
with his lessons as well as starting to lead
some myself. I also assist generally around the
school, helping in Kindergarten and listening
to the children reading. I am really enjoying
my experience at Brooke Priory and the time I
spend with the children.

Form III have been working hard in their
Friday dance sessions with Miss Francesca.
This term, they have been exploring the topic
of communication, in particular, ‘non-verbal
communication’ and how it plays a vital role in
dance.
The dance classes have been task driven so
that the children have been able to input their
own ideas, working both individually and as
part of a team.
In the photograph, the children can be seen
working on their tableaux, portraying
different emotions through their ‘frozen
scenes’. The students worked together in
small groups to discuss and create their
tableaux based on real and imaginative
experiences.

This year as Head of Mathematics I have had
the great pleasure of overseeing the progress
the children are making across the school.
Both the Prep and Pre-Prep have adopted a
concrete, pictorial, abstract (CPA) approach
to teaching. In Pre-Prep this is supported by
songs, rhymes and games.
In the Prep department we have introduced
two new online programmes to reinforce
skills and concepts. Sumdog and Atom
learning engage children through playing

maths related games, individualised to
each child’s ability level. Both platforms
have proved hugely popular and we
encourage the pupils to login at home and
school
to
keep
practising
their
mathematical skills!
Mrs Clarke
Head of Mathematics

Elsie is our Emotional Support Dog. The
human-animal bond is special and can
impact, particularly children, in very
positive ways. Research shows therapy
dogs can reduce stress levels and increase
attachment responses that trigger
oxytocin – a hormone proven to reduce
anxiety. Therapy dogs are now being used
increasingly in schools to increase pupil
engagement and have the following
benefits:


teach empathy and appropriate
interpersonal & social skills



be soothing/calming, the presence
of animals quickly builds rapport
between teacher & pupil



increased motivation for learning,
resulting in improved outcomes



to support children with social and
emotional learning needs, which in
turn can assist with literacy
development



reduced
anxiety
behaviours
resulting in improved learning
outcomes, such as increases in
reading and writing levels



positive changes towards learning
and improved motivation



enhanced relationships with peers
and teachers due to experiencing
trust and unconditional love from a
therapy dog. This in turn helps
pupils learn how to express their
feelings and enter into more
trusting relationships

Head Boy & Girl, Ced & Isobel
WW1 Artwork

#HelloYellow Day

Welly Day

Talk 4 Writing

Pumpkin Art

Challenge Day

Science

Nocturnal Animals

WW1 Experience

Outdoor Play

Alfresco Lunch

